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Resume.- Les temps de recombinaison des quasiparticules,mesures directement dans des jonctions tunnel 
supraconductrices d'etain et d'aluminium, correspondent assez bien aux valeurs, calculo'';es d'apres Ie 
modele rayon-acoustique d'Eisenmenger et al. 'exp decrott dans les jonctions d'aluminium granulees. 
Les temps, mesures au plomb, indiquent des pertell des 2Ll-phonons a l'interieur du volume du film. La 
densite d'etat electronique sur Ie niveau de Fermi N dans les films d'etain, de plomb et d'alumi-
nium differe mains que 5 % de No de 180 matiere m8ossiBe. 
Abstract.- Quasiparticle recombination times 'exp, directly measured in evaporated superconducting 
Sn- and AI-tunnel junctions, show reasonable agreement with the values calculated on the basis of 
~~~ a~a~~~j~~~~ ~~n~~ a~~i;~ !~!e~!::u~:~e! i:!S E~ ~:::;:e~Ll~~h~~~n '~~Yu::c~~::::. i~:~ :i:~~~:~~~ !::= 
~~;~e~~o~~~~:s b~~k t~:t=~r.::~~Level No in Sn-, Pb- and AI-films differs less than 5 % from No of the 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS.- The indirect steady-state 
method for measuring TeXp in a sandwich-structure of 
two tunnel junctions requires the knowledge of No as 
resulting from heat-capacity measurements of the 
clean bulk material 111 ; alternatively, also the 
band-structure quantity 121 has been used. The sam-
ples, in contrast, consist of vacuum-deposited films 
of microcrystalline structure, usually with high di-
sorder. Consequently, the question arises for the 
value of No in disordered metal films. We here re-
port on direct measurements of 'exp in superconduc-
ting Sn-, Al- and Pb-tunnel junctions and a new ex-
perimental technique to determine No in thin films. 
Comparisons between the measured Texp and calcula-
tions based on the ray-acoustic trapping lifetime 
model of Eisenmenger et al. /31 have been made in 
the linear thickness Cd) range of 'exp assuming the 
validity of the relation 'v » "'w between the mean 
free paths of 2A-phonons due to reabsorption (~) 
and bulk loss processes ("'v)' 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE.- An expression for the ab-
solute determination of No has been derived frO!ll the 
relations for the BeS density Nth of thermally exci-
ted quasiparticles, the lifetime Texp from the rate 
equations of Rothwarf-Taylor 14/, and the excess 
qUBsipartic1e density oN under a stationary injec-
tion rate 10 , This expression contains the quanti-
ties T, t:., 10 , Texp,o (at oN/Nth « I), and 
iSN(t-o)/N th ., KCt-o). These values can be obtained 
from a single symmetric tunnel junction, i.e. A and 
T from the current-voltage characteristic and Xeo), 
Texp,O form the time decay of 6N. Current pulses 
were used for the generation of 6N. 6N was determi-
ned experimentally from the change of the tunnellinr.. 
current in the thermal tunnelling regime at voltages 
0< U < 2Me, i.e. oN/Nth = oi!i th . A mean 1east-
squares fit of the nonexponential decay function 
X(t), calculated from the rate equations, on the 
experimental decay curves supplies values for 
X(t=o) at the switch-off tiIDe t=o of the injection 
pulse and for T 
exp,o 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.- TIN : (figure I) The measu-
red 'exp,o is 'exp,o = '0.T-1/ 2 .eA(T)/kBT with 
'0 = 0.58 ns and MT) '" t:.o ., 585 ].!eV. From the cal-
Fig. 1 : Experimental quasiparticle recombination 
time vs I/T for a superconducting Sn-tunnel junction 
iumersed in liquid "He. Quasipanicle excitation by 
current (A,o)-, laser (+) - pulse. Symbol. corres-
ponds to a run with trapped magnetic flu1t (0.2 G). 
Overinjection by the "tvoparticle current" i at 
the biasing point UB - o.e mV > Me haa been1gonsi-
dered 
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culation results To'" I. I or 0.6 ns according to the 
used average phonon transmission coefficient 0.25 
/5/ or 0.5 161 at the boundary 5n/He. 'exp,o doesn't 
depend on quasiparticle excitation by current and 
laser pulae at the same sample. The "two-particle 
current" i 2p has to be conaidered as an injection 
current with 10 '" i2p/evTu (VTu ... junction volume). 
At low temperatures 'ellP,o is reduced by trapped ma-
gnetic flux (vortices). A reduced reemission and 
reabaorption of 2/1.-phonons is the "vortices-doped" 
filma is responsible for this effect. The average 
value for N (with both spina) in the evaporated Sn 
films vas d~termined to (2.71 ± 0.06) 10 2, [eV cmlJ_l 
compared to the bulk value 2.77]1:1022 [eV cmlJ-l /7/. 
ALUKINIUH.- With increasing perturbation of the films 
by oxygen backgroun~ 'l!vaporation 'e¥P,o and the 
average grain size D (2000 ... 130 A) decresse, the 
transition temperature Tc and the energy-gap 1':.0 in-
crease (figure 2). The decrease of 'exp,o at the 
junction with Tc '" 1.85 K cannot be explained with 
the dependence 'exp,o rI' d/t,2. Possible reasons are 
ao enhanced 2A-phonon escape by diffuse phonon scat-
tering at the microcrystalline, irregular junction 
boundaries and an' increase of the electron-phonon 
coupling ('1:(w). The measured recombination time for 
3n "undisturbed" sample (Tc "" 1.23 K. d '" 5000 A) 
amounts to 'exp./d "" (0.024 :!: 20 %) [s/cm] at 
T • 614 kS and A .. 200 jJeV ; the calculated time is 
'exp.o/d - (0.031 1: 30 %) [s/cm]. Within 
1.231:':: Tc .:: 1.85 K the mean value for No in the 
films varies between 3.3 and (3.4:!: 0.05).1022 
[eV cmJ]-1 (bulk value: 3.45 1022 ). The observed 
Te-enhancement i~ the granular films can he cO'lllple-
tely attributed to the quantization of the phonon 
states in the small grains /8/. 
I.EAD.- The measured \urp,o lDeeta the exponential 
temperat.ure dependence above T .. 1.8 K with 
To" 0.08 ns (figure 3). The calculation, however, 
lIuppli .. To .. 1.35 DS. This difference indicate. 
2l!.-pbonon volume loues (Ay. » tv invalid). The No 
value. in tbe films agrees with that in the bulk 
(4.4xIOu [eV cmJ]-I). 
lo'~l5'-"'O"-'15'-"40'--r45.-~".--r ",.-,"".-,.,' ,,,,,-' 
-- 6,.p(Tlhel 
Fig. 2 : Experimental recombination time va lI/ksT 
for three tunnel junctions with different degrees of 
perturbation and direct contact to liquid ~He 
~'L-~'~O--~"~"~O--~~--"'~O--~'5--~IO~O 
--_ .""T 
Fig. 3 : Experimental recombination time vs lI/ksT 
for a Pb-tunnel junction under vacuum conditions 
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